Eliminate Preventable Harm™

At a Glance
Acceptto is a transformative cybersecurity
company delivering continuous identity access
protection and real-time threat analytics with
Biobehavioral™ AIML-powered authentication
technology in an age where your identity is
persistently attacked.
Your login credentials have been compromised. Your passwords
have been hacked no matter how complex you’ve made them.
Two-factor security is temporal, causes high friction and can

Past , Present & Future

be easily intercepted during transmission. Current multi-factor
authentication (MFA) security solutions lack context and rely on too
few attributes. Your biometrics are binary, and regardless of how
safe a fingerprint or retina scan appears to be, it can be spoofed

In the past, passwords were your only option for authentication, and

and cannot be reset, ever. There are few, if any, solutions that

have since proven to be one of the weakest forms of protection, ever.

continuously validate your identity post-authentication.
Today, authentication solutions impose significant friction through a
variety of temporal (e.g., OTP, captchas, reset links) and binary

There is a better way

(e.g., fingerprint) controls that have all still proven ineffective safeguards

Acceptto is built on the premise that your credentials today, and

against credential stuffing and identity spoofing.

those that you’ve yet to create, have already been compromised. Your
identity cannot simply be based on a password or a one-time token or

Introducing Acceptto, modern Cognitive Authentication™ that

only your biometrics. Your immutable identity is a combination of your

eliminates reliance on weak and outdated controls by incorporating

physical behaviors, attributes and digital DNA.

multi-modal telemetry that contributes to the creation of a unique,
contextual, Biobehavioral™ Derived Credential, which is virtually

We call it Cognitive Authentication™

impossible to impersonate, tamper with or spoof. Acceptto is live today
and future-ready for tomorrow.

You can eliminate preventable harm with our Biobehavioral™
AIML-powered technology that enables frictionless authentication,
prevents credential stuffing instantaneously, continuously ensures
your true immutable identity and dramatically reduces risk,

Acceptto is effective, affordable
and in deployment today.

likelihood of fraud and cost of helpdesk operations without the
guesswork or latency.

Actionable threat analytics

Dynamic authentication

Credential stuffing neutralized

Real-time, continuous identity monitoring &

Adjustable, risk-based policy orchestration

Eliminate account takeover (ATO) instantly with

validation post-authentication

and continuous enforcement

intelligent contextual MFA
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The Acceptto Solutions
eGuardian®
The intelligent engine that is at the core of
Acceptto, which leverages a mixture of AI & ML,
expert systems and SMEs to classify, detect and
model behavior, and assign real-time risk scores
to continuously validate your identity prior to,
during and post-authentication.
Device Browser Fingerprint (DBFP)
A modern contextual fingerprint module to
gather intelligence about users, devices and
digital ecosystems to create the user’s digital
DNA for resource and app access/usage.
It’sMe™
This is the family of solutions for cognitive
contextual MFA for web, mobile, cloud and IoT.

Why Acceptto
Enable frictionless productivity

Dramatically reduce cost of operations

Correlate audit logs & threat intel in real-time

Acceptto facilitates an incredible frictionless

Acceptto eliminates the need for passwords

Acceptto provides detailed telemetry on

user experience with minimal need for typing

thereby eliminating the need for password

contextual user behavior and tamperproof

pins, accepting push messages, scanning

resets, which are costly, time-consuming and

audit logs for every authentication attempt,

QR codes and other types of intelligent MFA

an unproductive activity for IT, the enterprise

pre- and post-login, in real-time. Detect,

pre-and post-authentication whether for web,

and the end consumer. Avoid productivity loss

analyze and respond to incidents and threat

mobile, cloud or IoT.

and significantly reduce helpdesk operational

actors instantaneously without the latency or

costs. No passwords required, ever.

guesswork to substantially reduce the risk of

Orchestrate dynamic authentication

fraud at first attempt.

Acceptto monitors user context based on

Prevent credential stuffing instantly

simple yet effective configurable policies

Acceptto prevents stolen credential

Customize, integrate and scale efficiently

that drive dynamic risk-based scoring of

stuffing the instant an attempt is made

Acceptto provides out-of-the-box intelligent

authentication requirements, which, in turn,

using compromised/stolen usernames and

MFA for Citrix NetScaler/Workspaces, Cisco VPN,

adapt to user behavior, attributes and the

passwords by virtue of its evasion-proof design.

HID and Microsoft Hello, in addition to flexible

ecosystem of associated devices and resources

Drastically reduce the threat surface

SDKs for web, mobile, FIDO, DBFP and REST APIs

cognitively and continuously.

for ATO breach using cognitive MFA.

for scale, extensibility, and visibility into the IT
ecosystem today.

About Acceptto
Acceptto is a transformative cybersecurity company
challenging the norms of identity access.
Our Biobehavioral™ AIML-powered Cognitive Authentication™ platform analyzes and verifies
user identity by inferring contextual data such as device and browser attributes, spatiotemporal
velocity, user habits and network anomaly detection signals to detect and prevent identity access
fraud across the enterprise and end consumers.
We deliver the smartest, most resilient and evasion-proof identity validation technology
commercially available today for physical, web, mobile, cloud and IoT devices. Acceptto is
headquartered in Portland, USA, with offices in Lisbon, Portugal, and Vancouver, Canada, serving
global customers in healthcare, education, technology, retail and financial services.
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